TYPE OF STRATEGIC DECISION THAT A DECISION MAKER HAS TO TAKE

**FISCAL REFORM**
- VAT, Personal Tax, Corporate taxation

**SUBSIDY REFORM**
- Reforming energy subsidy or food subsidy

**PENSION REFORM**
- Parametric or non-parametric reform

**TRADE AGREEMENT**
- WTO accession, Bilateral trade agreement, trade war.

**PUBLIC INVESTMENT PROGRAM**
- The sectoral decomposition of public investment programs
POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF A REFORM

There is a need to take an informed decision using modelling technics
MODELLING TECHNICS VARIES VIS-À-VIS TO THE REFORM
THE UNESCWA TOOL BOX

Fiscal reform
- Single country CGE model

Subsidy reform
- Single country CGE model

Public investment program
- Single country CGE model

Pension reform
- OLG Model

Trade agreement
- Global CGE Models
WHAT ATE MODELLING TECHNICS USEFUL FOR

Observed data (2011-2019)

A reform

macroeconomic framework 2019-2025

New Economic and social projections 2019-2025

The difference is the net impact of the reform
THE CGE MODEL
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THE SOCIAL ACCOUNT MATRIX

INPUT OUTPUT

REQUIRED STEPS